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IS BHARTI SINGH NO MORE A PART
OF 'THE KAPIL SHARMA SHOW'?

KIKU SHARDA RESPONDS

KANGANA RANAUT CALLS HRITHIK
ROSHAN, ADITYA PANCHOLI 'KIND SOULS'

AFTER MUMBAI MAYOR'S STATEMENT

Anushka Sharma performs Shirshasana effortlessly
with her baby bump; Virat Kohli supports her balance

SCREEN TIME DOESN’T MATTER: SARA ALI KHAN
ON DOING COMEDIES WITH VARUN, RANVEER

Injured Warner ruled out, Cummins
rested for rest of limited-overs series

IT WAS REPORTED THAT BHARTI SINGH
HAS BEEN OUSTED FROM 'THE KAPIL

SHARMA SHOW' AFTER GETTING
ARRESTED IN A DRUG CASE.

RICHA CHADHA-STARRER SHAKEELA TO
HIT THEATRES THIS CHRISTMAS

ANUSHKA SHARMA SHARED A THROWBACK PHOTO WHEREIN VIRAT KOHLI IS SEEN HELPING HER DURING A YOGA SESSION. ANUSHKA
SHARMA HAS BEEN SETTING IMMENSE GOALS SINCE THE BEGINNING OF HER CAREER. SHE HAS BEEN BALANCING HER PERSONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL LIFE EFFICIENTLY MAKING PEOPLE GAGA OVER HER. NOW, THE ACTOR IS ALL SET TO BECOME A MOTHER AND THAT HASN'T
STOPPED HER FROM LEADING A NORMAL LIFE LIKE WORKING AND KEEPING HERSELF BUSY. ANUSHKA IS ONE OF THE FITTEST ACTORS WE
HAVE IN BOLLYWOOD AND EVEN DURING HER ONGOING PREGNANCY, THE ACTOR IS PERFECTLY IN SHAPE. WELL, THE SECRET IS OUT!
ANUSHKA TOOK TO HER INSTAGRAM PAGE AND SHARED A THROWBACK PHOTO IN WHICH SHE IS SEEN PERFORMING A HEADSTAND
(SHIRSHASANA) WITH THE SUPPORT FROM A WALL AND HELP FROM HER HUSBAND AND INDIAN SKIPPER VIRAT KOHLI. IN THE PHOTO, THE
ACTOR IS SEEN UPSIDE DOWN PULLING OFF THE ASANA EFFORTLESSLY WITH HER GROWING BABY BUMP.

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY JIM
STROUSE, THE FILM IS AN ENGLISH

REMAKE OF THE GERMAN-LANGUAGE
FILM "SMS FUR DICH", BASED ON SOFIE

CRAMER'S NOVEL.

KANGANA RANAUT, WHO LASHED OUT AT
HRITHIK ROSHAN AND ADITYA PANCHOLI FROM

TIME-TO-TIME, CALLED THEM A 'KIND SOUL'
AFTER HEARING MUMBAI MAYOR'S SPEECH
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The biopic of adult star Shakeela, featuring Bollywood actor Richa
Chadha in the titular role, will have a theatrical release in multiple
languages this Christmas. The makers announced the film’s release
date along with a new poster featuring Richa. Shakeela was sup-
posed to arrive in theatres earlier this year but had to wait it out due to
the coronavirus pandemic. The new poster of Shakeela shows Richa
Chadha in a saree, with a gun in her hand. In the background, there
are allusions to her epithet of a box office queen, along with obscene
words related to her body, religious affiliation and skin colour. The
film, written and directed by Indrajit Lankesh, aims to explore
Shakeela’s world beyond her erotic image and stardom.
Calling the film his passion project, Lankesh said that Shakeela will
broaden the view of aspiring actors about the world of movies.

More than her screen time, being a par t of a good story is a priority for
actor Sara Ali Khan, who says she is not in the film industry to “com-
pete” with her co-stars. Khan, daughter of actors Saif Ali Khan and
Amrita Singh, made her debut with Abhishek Kapoor’s 2018 drama
Kedarnath and followed it up with filmmaker Rohit Shetty’s cop com-
edy Simmba, co-star ring Ranveer Singh. The 25-year-old actor, whose
last release was Imtiaz Ali’s romance drama Love Aaj Kal, is return-
ing to the comedy genre with David Dhawan’s Coolie No 1, opposite
Varun Dhawan. Women have successfully led comedies, with Hema
Malini in Seeta Aur Geeta in 1972, Sridevi in the 1980s with Mr India
and Chaalbaaz, Karisma Kapoor, Juhi Chawla and Raveena Tandon in
several David Dhawan films across the 1990s.

SYDNEY: In-form Australian opener David Warner has been ruled out of
the remainder of the limited-overs series against India due to a groin
injury that he suffered during the second ODI here, while top pacer Pat
Cummins has been rested as par t of his workload management. Warner,
who scored 69 and 83 in the first two ODIs, hur t himself on Sunday while
fielding at the SCG in the
second one-dayer which
Australia won by 51 runs to
take an unassailable 2-0
lead in the series. The dash-
ing opener has returned
home to begin his reha-
bilitation and will be
looking to get fit ahead
of the opening Test at
Adelaide star ting De-
cember 17. "Pat and Davie are critical to our plans for the Test
series," coach Justin Langer was quoted as saying by the Austra-
lian media. "Davie will work through his injury rehab and in Pat's
case it is impor tant all of our players are managed well to keep them
mentally and physically fit throughout what is a challenging summer.
"The priority for both is being fully prepared for one of the biggest and
most important home Test series we have played in recent years, espe-
cially with World Test Championship points up for grabs."
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KAREENA KAPOOR SHARES LAST PHOTO WITH TAIMUR
ALI KHAN BEFORE BIDDING ADIEU TO DHARAMSHALA

Eijaz Khan opens up about
being molested, Nikki Tamboli

reveals she was kidnapped
during teenage years

A few hours ago, Kareena Kapoor Khan, Saif Ali Khan and Taimur
Ali Khan made their way back to Mumbai. The family was spend-
ing their Diwali holidays in Dharamshala. Kareena's BFF Malaika
Arora and her boyfriend Arjun Kapoor had also joined the Pataudi
family there.
Along with Diwali, Saif and Arjun were also in Dharamshala to
shoot for their upcoming film 'Bhoot Police'. They left after the
shoot there wrapped up.
Kareena Kapoor Khan, who has become an avid Instagram user,
shared her final pictures from the trip as they headed home. In
one of the photos, she also gave a glimpse of her son Taimur Ali
Khan. Little Tim posed (or did not) with Saif and Kareena.
While Saif and Kareena stood close for the photo, Taimur was
seen away and in a rather playful mood. He pulled his father Saif's
sweater while being papped.
Kareena was seen in black track pants with a pink jacket in the
photo. Her neon shoes especially stood out in the picture. Saif was seen in a
grey sweater look with denims and brown leather boots.
Taimur, on the other hand, wore a black full-sleeved t-shir t with
khakhi pants. He also had a woolen cap on him.
In another photo, Kareena was seen with the jacket off, while Saif
had put on a grey hoodie. Bebo shared the image with the staff of
the place they were staying at. Everybody except the couple could
be seen in masks in the photo.
Kareena Kapoor Khan is currently pregnant. Her baby is expected
to arrive in the early months of 2021. The baby would be their
second child after Taimur.

'Bigg Boss 14' takes an emotional turn on Monday night -
the last 'Somvaar' on the show. All contestants are set to
reveal some horrific experiences of their lives.
Eijaz Khan, who was declared the 'villain' of the house,
opened up about being molested at a young age. On the
other hand, Nikki Tamboli revealed that she was kidnapped
while a teenager.
According to 'The Khabri', Eijaz Khan spoke about being
molested as a child. He said that it caused a fear of physi-
cal touch in him. "Mujhe touch se problem hai (I am afraid
of physical touch)," he repor tedly said.
Eijaz also repor tedly mentioned, "Main sharminda nahi hoon
kyuki woh meri galti nahi thi (I am not ashamed because it
wasn’t my fault)." The actor also apologized to his father,
who probably did not know about the incident before the
show airs. Kavita Kaushik, who had star ted having differ-
ences with Eijaz, asked the actor if she could give him a
hug. On getting his approval, she broke into a warm em-
brace, before revealing that she too was molested by a
teacher in school. On the other hand, Nikki was beleived to
have spoken about being kidnapped as a teenager. Tamboli
revealed that at the age of 19, she was kidnapped during an
international modelling assignment. Jasmin Bhasin also got
teary-eyed as she spilled, "Main jin bhi auditions pe gayi,
baar baar reject hoti thi hamesha (I would always be re-
jected in auditions." "Main haar maan gayi thi, ke shayad
main kuch kar hi nahi sakti, main iss layak hi nahi hoon (I
had given up, thinking that I am wor thless)," she added in a
promo from 'Bigg Boss 14'. Before making the revelations,
Jasmin was heard asking Aly if his feelings for her would
change if she spills something.
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PENINSULA CANNOT MATCH UP TO
THE MAGIC OF TRAIN TO BUSAN

CAST:  KANG DONG-WON, LEE JUNG-HYUN, LEE

RE, KWON HAE-HYO, KIM MIN-JAE, KOO KYO-

HWAN, KIM DO-YOON, LEE YE-WON

DIRECTION: YEON SANG-HO

RATING - 3/5

Gauahar Khan-Zaid Darbar to tie the knot on THIS date;
announce with stunning pre-wedding photoshoot

It has been four years since Train to Busan, and Yeon Sang-ho comes
up with yet another signature zombie outing. We see a totally devas-
tated South Korea with a few survivors running helter-skelter to save
themselves from the overrunning zombie attacks. The country looks
shattered with its once-ultra-modern cities reduced to ruins. In this
edition, Incheon is the city being destroyed.
The port city is now an urban graveyard of destroyed bridges, build-
ings and modes of transpor t. The challenge here is to survive the
infestation of zombies and eventually have enough brawn to over-
come the greedy batches of antagonists looking to loot, pillage and
fashion cheap thrills.
Four Korean refugees in Hong Kong are entrusted with the task of
retrieving a truck load of dollars, but a task that seems easy under the
guise of darkness (because zombies can’t see at night) becomes
fraught with unheralded risks, including the menace of a rogue outfit
of mercenaries known as Unit 361.
The zombies here are not as much of a threat as the desperado mer-

cenaries spearheading a Mad Max like base with unarmed humans
as prey for their ‘Hunter Games’. A large par t of the nar rative is
devoted to chase sequences in for tified abandoned vehicles.
The heavy use of CGI creates a whole lot of visual thrills but it’s not
enough to give this regurgitated spinoff, which borrows its many ideas
from a range of end of the world scenarios, a fresh new appeal. While
the thrills here don’t have the power and overwhelming appeal of
those experienced in Train to Busan, they never theless fulfill the role
of delivering an adrenaline rush just when the momentum appears to
be sliding off.
Hollywood influences are clearly visible here and that in fact takes a
lot away from the genuine ar tistry of the Korean original. While the
opening sequence sets-up well for an intriguing karma-slanted
endplay, the middle section appears rather flaccid and directionless.
This one is cer tainly not as tense an experience as Train to Busan, yet
it’s not without its fair share of vir tues.

Af ter several rumours and months of speculation, Gauahar Khan has finally announced her wedding date with fiance Zaid Darbar. Taking
to her Instagram account, Gauahar announced that the couple will tie the knot on December 25 in an intimate ceremony with close friends
and family.  Along with the announcement, Gauahar also posted two pictures with Zaid from their pre-wedding photoshoot.
In an interview with Hindustan Times, Gauahar revealed that Zaid, son of music director Ismail Darbar, proposed to her in July. She said,
"I was averse to the idea of being with anyone when I met him. Yet, I felt this was something different because I had never met someone
like him. I felt this is my kind of human being. He is like me in many ways in thoughts, behaviour, history, and characteristics. So, I knew
we would have a great friendship. We didn’t have a cour tship. I met him, we hit it off and he didn’t think he would propose to someone,
marriage was not on his mind. When he asked me, it wasn’t planned. It was in a flow and after meeting me, in literally over a month, he
proposed to me. There were no second thoughts."
Speaking about what she loves the most about Zaid is that she can be a goofball with him.
She said, "I had to go to Pune right after he proposed and I got to know much better over the phone than meeting. I had a deeper
understanding of life during the pandemic. What got fur ther emphasises is that time with family and loved ones matters the most. To meet
a man who believed the same, made me think he is my kind of person."   She said, "I can be a goofball with him and also find the maturity
and balance in the relationship. The age difference isn’t much and it doesn’t bother me."

Actress Priyanka Chopra Jonas has star ted working on
her upcoming Hollywood romantic drama, tentatively titled
'Text For You', co-star ring Grammy-winner Celine Dion and
actor Sam Heughan.
Priyanka posted a picture on Instagram stories, of a chair
that has "Text for you" written on it. The actress captioned
the image: "It begins #textforyou."
Earlier, giving her fans on how she was prepping for her
upcoming film, Priyank had shared a collage of photos of
herself on Instagram Stories spor ting a full face mask.
PeeCee shared several pictures giving fans a glimpse of
her prep mode, in which she could be seen getting her hair
and nails done before she begins work. The photographs
showed Priyanka wearing a mask while getting a mani-
cure. Her hair was seen covered in plastic sheets, hinting
at new hair colour. "Prep... star ting text for you on Friday,"
she wrote with the photos. Written and directed by Jim
Strouse, the film is an English remake of the German-
language film "SMS Fur Dich", based on Sofie Cramer's
novel. According to the storyline, Priyanka's character is
a hear tbroken woman who has just lost her fiance. In her
attempt to send constant messages to her fiance's old
number, she will connect with a man across town suffer-
ing from a similar hear tbreak.
Celine Dion's music in the film aims at connecting the two
and give them the courage to take a second shot at love.
Priyanka's co-star in the film is Sam Heughan, who is
best known for his role as an actor and producer in the hit
series "Outlander".
He was recently seen in the Vin Diesel-starrer comic-
book flick "Bloodshot" and in the action-comedy "The Spy
Who Dumped Me", co-starring Mila Kunis, Kate McKinnon,
Justin Theroux and Gillian Anderson.

TRENDING: WHEN YAMI GAUTAM
RECEIVED UNEXPECTED

REACTION FROM PARENTS FOR
'VICKY DONOR' SCRIPT

Back in 2012, actor Yami Gautam featured in a film which
broke stereotypes. The movie in question is Ayushmann
Khurrana's debut film 'Vicky Donor', directed by Shoojit
Sircar. The film, produced by John Abraham, was about a
guy who donates sperms to help other couples.
Yami, who is now star ring in 'Bhoot Police' opposite Saif
Ali Khan, Arjun Kapoor and Jacqueline Fernandez, had
spoken about how she was just auditioning everywhere at
that point in time. The actress said it was impor tant be-
cause she had no godfather backing her. "That was a phase
when I was auditioning in full swing. At that point of time,
I also had the oppor tunity of a very conventional launch. I
was absolutely on my own; every work that I was doing
was my stepping stone. There was nobody there to back
me," she said at India Today Conclave 2018.

'Durgamati' song 'Baras Baras': All
about Bhumi Pednekar's love story

with Karan Kapadia

Bhumi Pednekar's upcoming movie 'Durgamati's new song
has been unveiled. The track, crooned by B Praak, is all
about her love story with 'Blank' actor Karan Kapadia. For
the uninformed, Kapadia is Twinkle Khanna's nephew.
In the song, Bhumi's character falls in love with Karan's.
She plays a government official while he is seen as the
local revolutionary for people. She initiates the relation-
ship with a sweet gesture - leaving a gift at his doorstep,
only to meet him outside the house. Jisshu Sengupta, last
seen in 'Sadak 2', plays the role of Karan's friend. The love
between Bhumi and Karan blooms and ends up in them
getting engaged to one another.
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IS BHARTI SINGH NO MORE A PART
OF 'THE KAPIL SHARMA SHOW'?

KIKU SHARDA RESPONDS

'ATRANGI RE' DUO DHANUSH-SARA ALI KHAN
SWEAT IT OUT AT GYM WITH 'THALAIVA'

M O V I E  R E V I E W

IT’S A PROBLEM OF PLENTY IN
NETFLIX’ SERIES MISMATCHED

CAST:   PRAJAKTA KOLI, ROHIT SARAF,

MUSKKAAN JAFERI, RANNVIJAY SINGHA AND

VIDYA MALAVAD

DIRECTION: NIPUN DHARMADHIKARI

RATING - 2/5

A summer in Jaipur! The setting is an app-coding course, and our two
teen protagonists come looking for their goals – a path-breaking idea
for her, a future wife for him! The six episodes of Mismatched are
peppered with everything else – broken families, obsession with fair
skin, chasing one’s dreams, pushing boundaries to coming out!
What all can transpire at an ‘old’ school that brings this motley crowd
together! Well, not to miss, they are quite a bunch. Dimple not Dam-
sel: a dark complexioned, ‘chashmish’ to lead the brigade; Rishi Singh
Shekhawat: a rather royal with seemingly ‘per fect’ family; Harsh: an
American born confused desi (ABCD), Simran: a social media diva
hiding her broken hear t behind her air-brushed shots to Zeenat Karim:
a demure widow looking for her second innings.
The campus is an archetypical setting – Kaku jaan doling out sweet
lassis, just the teacher one hopes to have – dashing, tough, yet there
to guide and mentor one to reach one’s true potential.
Netflix’s Mismatched is based on Sandhya Menon’s When Dimple

Met Rishi. What works for the first season is that one builds a soft
corner for the characters, and in flashes one feels their pain. The
campus flavour is just right. Prajakta Koli is able to transform her
YouTuber persona pretty well in the web series space, Rohit Saraf is
earnest, Rannvijay holds his ground as does Vidya Malavad. It’s not
a nuanced act that we get to see. But then have hear t — here the
climax is all about winning a game, so things are still pre-teenish.
What’s jarring is that too much is packed in too less. To pick up a
theme – one would be spoilt for a choice – gaming world, rich-poor
divide, generation gap, disability, broken homes, relationships sacri-
ficed at the altar of getting ahead to owning up to one’s sexuality...phew.
And, then there's this hero, who is obsessed with Bollywood. . While
the last episode sets the tone for the season second, that we are not
dying for it, says it all. A passable affair this one is.

Soon after Bhar ti Singh was granted bail af ter getting ar-
rested for the possession of drugs, reports were making
the rounds that the comedienne will no more be a part of
The Kapil Sharma Show. She also didn't make it to the sets
for the shooting of the recent episodes, which fuelled the
rumours. It was also said that the channel wants Bhar ti to
be out of the show and Kapil Sharma is against the deci-
sion. During an interaction with ETimes, Kiku Sharda, who
is also a par t of The Kapil Sharma Show was asked about
these rumours. He stated, "We shot yesterday, and she
wasn’t there at the shoot. But that’s quite normal as she
doesn’t shoot with us for every episode." Kiku shared fur-
ther details by saying, "In fact, I haven't heard of any talk
of her not being a par t of the show. She just wasn’t there
yesterday at the shoot and that’s about it."
Bhar ti Singh and husband Haarsh Limbachiyaa who were
arrested by the Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) for al-
leged possession of cannabis, were on November 22 sent
to judicial custody till December 4 by a Mumbai Court.
Singh was held on November 21 while Limbachiyaa was
arrested the very next day.
The NCB had raided the production office and house of
comedian Bhar ti Singh and recovered 86.5 grams of ganja
(cannabis) from both places.
A special (Narcotics) court in Mumbai on November 23
granted bail to Bhar ti and Haarsh in connection with a
drugs case. "Both of them have been granted bail by the cour t on
furnishing a bail bond of Rs 15,000 each. No reply was filed by the
NCB yet. A notice was issued to them on Sunday itself," advocate
Ayaz Khan, Singh's lawyer had told IANS.

RUBINA DILAIK REVEALS ABHINAV
SHUKLA AND SHE WERE ON

VERGE OF GETTING DIVORCED

Among many other things, 'Bigg Boss 14' will be remem-
bered for how Rubina Dilaik and her husband Abhinav
Shukla constantly stood for one another. While the world
has been witnessing them as one another's strongest sup-
por ters, there was a time when the couple was consider-
ing divorce. Rubina was heard talking about it in the re-
cent promo of 'Bigg Boss 14' which aired on Voot. She
spoke about how the couple was ready to file for divorce
but gave their marriage another chance by signing up for 'Bigg
Boss 14' as husband and wife. Rubina shared that the show brought
her closer to Abhinav, and that if it wasn't for 'Bigg Boss 14'
then her marriage would be in shackles. The 'Shakti Astitva
Ke Ehsas Ki' actor went on to talk about how the couple
had given time to sort out their issues by November. Fans
are in complete shock after hearing that the couple who
even host Salman Khan praised, was actually thinking
about separating from one another. They also went on to
praise the show for saving their relationship.

Dhanush and Sara Ali Khan are
shooting for Aanand L Rai's
Atrangi Re in full swing. The
actors play the leading roles
in the film along with Akshay
Kumar. Sara has been juggling
between the shoot of Atrangi
Re and promotions of her up-
coming f i lm, Cool ie No 1.
Dhanush and Sara have also
been spending time with each
other like going for a gym ses-
sion together. The Kedarnath
actor recent ly took to her
Instagram story and shared a
video of the same.
In the video, both are seen get-
ting trained by their trainer and
are religiously working out.
They are joined by none other than Thailaiva. Not really! The video has Rajinikanth's popular song 'Marana Mass' from his film Petta on
the backdrop. Atrangi Re went on floors on March 1, this year but in a few days, the production was stalled due to the coronavirus
pandemic. It was just a couple of months back, the shooting was resumed and Sara has been visiting Tamil Nadu for it. The romantic
movie has been eyeing for a Valentine's Day 2021 release.  A recent repor t on Mumbai Mirror opened up about the plotline of the film.
Sara is expected to play a double role in Atrangi Re. Based in Bihar and Madurai, her character would romance both Dhanush and Akshay.
The film is expected to bring in a tinge of humour. This is the first outing of Sara with Aanand, Akshay and Dhanush on the big screen.

KANGANA RANAUT CALLS
HRITHIK ROSHAN, ADITYA

PANCHOLI 'KIND SOULS' AFTER
MUMBAI MAYOR'S STATEMENT

Kangana Ranaut got relief in demolition case against
Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation on November 27.
Soon af ter, Mumbai mayor Kishori Pednekar expressed
her disappointment through a press conference. News wire
agency ANI shared a video of the mayor talking about the
case and Kangana. She said, "Everyone is surprised that
an actress who lives in Himachal, comes here and calls
our Mumbai PoK... such ‘do takke ke log’ want to make Courts
arena for political rivalry, it’s wrong." Reacting to the same, Kangana
called her reported ex-boyfriends Hrithik Roshan and Aditya Pancholi
'kind souls'. She said that the legal cases, abuses, insults, name
calling from Maharashtra Government has made her feel that way.
The actress tweeted, "The amount of legal cases, abuses, insults,
name calling I faced from Maharashtra government in these
few months make Bollywood mafia and people like Aaditya
Pancholi and Hrithik Roshan seem like kind souls .... I
wonder what is it about me that rattle people so much."

NATIONAL ORGAN DONATION DAY: RANBIR KAPOOR PLEDGES
ORGANS; ALIA BHATT RAISES AWARENESS ON TOPIC

In a recent piece of news, it has been revealed that actor Ranbir Kapoor, who lost his father Rishi Kapoor earlier this year, has pledged
to donate his organs.  On National Organ Donation Day, November 27, the 'Rockstar' actor made the announcement at an event
organised by Amar Gandhi Foundation. "Pledge and donate my organs, I hope that by me doing this it will make a difference to one
person or two person's lives, and it keeps going forward and it will make a difference, so please do consider pledging your organs,”
Ranbir said. Interestingly Alia Bhatt also said, "It is impor tant to make people aware of the process behind it. I think it is impor tant to
come and talk about the health issues and Amar Gandhi Foundation and Organ donation awareness drive make people aware of the
prospects of their organ donation, alive or post-death." Interestingly, Ranbir's late father Rishi had also pledged his organs in March
2014.  Earlier this year, megastar Amitabh Bachchan too had revealed that he is a pledged organ donor and wore the 'ribbon of its
sanctity' on popular game show Kaun Banega Crorepati, which he hosts. Among other celebrities who are pledged donors are
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Arjun Mathur, Priyanka Chopra, Aamir Khan, R Madhavan to name a few.
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Jasmin Bhasin reveals she tried to
end her life on facing rejection

JACQUELINE FERNANDEZ JOINS AKSHAY
KUMAR IN 'BACHCHAN PANDEY'

A new member has joined the cast of Akshay Kumar starrer Bachchan
Pandey. Af ter Kriti Sanon and Arshad Warsi, the makers of the film
have roped in Jacqueline Fernandez for a pivotal role. This will be
Akshay and Jacqueline's four th outing after Housefull 2, Brothers and
Housefull 4. Now Fernandez has shared her excitement on reuniting
with producer Sajid Nadiadwala and Akshay once again on the big
screen. In a statement, Jacqueline stated, "I was very new to the
industry when I did the 'Dhanno' song in Housefull for Nadiadwala and
our bond and friendship goes way back then. I am elated to be back
working with him and Bachchan Pandey will mark our eighth film
together after Judwaa and Housefull series. I can't wait to reunite with
Akshay once again. It's a crazy mad ride always with him and I am
sure we will have a blast together."

The Dishoom actor also revealed that she will kickstar t the shoot in
January 2021. Jacqueline said, "I'm looking forward to beginning the
shoot in January with them. I can't spill the beans on my character yet
but I can tell you it's a totally different avatar. This film will be an
altogether different experience for us as we would be shooting in the
new normal owing to the on-going pandemic but as we say the show
must go on. With the precautions and norms for Covid-19 which would
be taken care of, I am extremely excited to be at my 'Happy Place'
with Sajid, Akshay and have a gala time."
She added, "I have just finished shooting for a film while the other
one is going on and I'm set to roll for Bachchan Pandey soon post
which I’ll be back with Nadiadwala directing Salman Khan and
myself for Kick 2."

After Rubina Dilaik's shocking announcement on divorce,
Jasmin Bhasin gave her fans a rude shock by stating that
she once attempted suicide. The 'Naagin' actress shared
that there was a time in her life when she could not handle
rejection. Jasmin, who believed it was difficult to open
about the situation on 'Bigg Boss 14' stage, went for Aly
Goni's approval. After talking to him and pleading to him to
not change his viewpoint about her, Jasmin spilled the
beans. "Main jin bhi auditions pe gayi, baar baar reject
hoti thi hamesha (I would always be rejected in auditions),"
she said. The actress added, "Main haar maan gayi thi, ke
shayad main kuch kar hi nahi sakti, main iss layak hi nahi
hoon (I had given up, thinking that I am wor thless)."
Jasmin Bhasin then revealed that she tried to overdoze on
medicines as an attempt to end the suffering.
Bhasin then revealed that luckily she recovered. Soon af-
ter, she regretted the decision of trying to take her own
life. Jasmin Bhasin has been shown as a sensitive con-
testant on the show. She used to of ten break into tears, at
least till Aly came in the house. Af ter his entry, Jasmin
found a suppor t system in him and has been able to face
everything head-on. Jasmin had recently gotten into an
argument with Rubina Dilaik, who shared that she and
Abhinav Shukla were going to file for divorce if 'Bigg Boss
14' did not happen. She revealed that they gave one an-
other time till November, and that the show saved their
mar riage. However, neither Jasmin nor Rubina won the
task. Eijaz Khan, who said he was molested at a very
young age, won the task. He also received a warm em-
brace from his nemesis Kavita Kaushik.Late Wajid Khan's wife alleges her in-laws are causing

hindrance even for children's due inheritance
Kamalrukh Khan, who is the wife of late music composer Wajid Khan,
has alleged that every day in the house without him is a fight with the
in-laws. While she recently spoke about the scare tactics being used
to get her to conver t to Islam, Khan has now stated that they are being
a hindrance in the children's due inheritance too.
While talking to Times of India, Kamalrukh alleged that she has been
facing injustice at the hands of her in-laws.
She shared, "Life has brought me to a point where I need to fight for
my children’s due inheritance as his family has usurped his assets
post Wajid’s death. I am both father and mother to them, and in prac-
tical matters, always have been!" Kamalrukh said that Wajid's mari-
tal suppor t was their source of earning. "My daughter is 16 years and
my son is 9 years. I have to pay for their education and our upkeep. I
work as a clinical hypnotherapist and our primary source of earning
has been Wajid’s marital suppor t," she mentioned.

Talking about fighting for everything, Khan added, "If that too is being
snatched away (by those who haven’t bothered to keep in touch with
me or my children for the past 7-8 years, on such unfair grounds, I
need to fight back on every front."
"Also my reasons for speaking out is tied to an inherent sense of
justice. No woman should have to face what I have faced during these
17 years of marriage," she said.
In the same interview, Kamalrukh alleged that Wajid's family inter-
fered in the couple's matters more than what was healthy. She said
that his mother would constantly ask him to re-marry since they were
not married as per the Muslim law. Khan said that it was the reason
that Wajid could never be the husband she deserved. She also went
on to allege that the family would try and scare her by stating that
Wajid would divorce her if she didn't convert to Islam. The couple,
despite it all, did not get divorced.

I'm married to Pavitra Punia, she
cheated on me four times:
Hotelier Sumit Maheshwari

A hoteli er named Sumit Maheshwari has gone on record
to declare that he is married to Pavitra Punia. He also
went ahead and stated that the ex-Bigg Boss 14 con-
testant, who was evicted from the show on Sunday,
during 'Weekend Ka Vaar' with Salman Khan, had al-
ready cheated on him four times.
In an interview with Fifafooz's Rahul Bhoj, Sumit had shared
that he is still married to him. For the uninformed, Pavitra has
never acknowledged the mar riage. Punia, however, had hinted
on the show that she was engaged and had a fiance. Pavitra
opened up to Eijaz Khan, who had fallen for her inside the
'Bigg Boss 14' house and wanted to take her to meet his
father. "Kheech ke lekar jaaunga mere abba se milaane, kyunki
mujhe bahut time baad koi pasand aayi hai (I'll make you
meet my father because I have liked a girl after a long time),"
he was heard saying. Meanwhile, Sumit alleged that Pavitra
had already cheated on him four times before. "Paras Chhabra,
Pratik Sehajpal and one more guy who is not from the indus-
tr y," said Maheshwari, while talking about the guys she
cheated on him with. Co-incidentally, Paras had previously
gone on record to state that Pavitra is married and he did not
know about it at the time of them dating. He had stated that he
regrets being in a relationship with her.
Sumit, during his interview, said that he forgave Pavitra ev-
ery time, but cannot this time, after she flir ted with Eijaz on
'Bigg Boss 14'. Maheshwari made it clear that Pavitra could
continue dating Eijaz once she divorces him.

IT'S WORK WHICH HAS GOT ME WORK, NOT NEPOTISM:
SANJAY KAPOOR ON 'FABULOUS LIVES OF BOLLYWOOD WIVES'
Karan Johar's latest show 'The Fabulous Lives of Bollywood
Wives' has addressed the hot topic - nepotism. In the show,
this time, Sanjay Kapoor, who was seen in Johar's 'Lust Sto-
ries', directed by Dibakar Banerjee, spoke about his viewpoint
on nepotism.
The actor was talking to his wife Maheep Kapoor, who is one of
the leads on 'The Fabulous Lives of Bollywood Wives'. Sanjay ,
who is the brother of successful producer Boney Kapoor and
popular actor Anil Kapoor, said that it took him 25 years for
nepotism to actually work. He said, "It took me twenty-five
years for finally this nepotism to work. I have known Karan for
nearly 30 years. But finally , I am happy it’s work which has got
me work, not nepotism." Sanjay stressed that having contacts
isn't everything. "People need to understand that, otherwise I would have been the busiest actor. With the amount of people I
know, I would have been doing the best of work," he was heard saying on the show.
He also declared that accusing someone of nepotism is unfair. "To dilute anybody’s work or career by saying it happened
because of nepotism, it is not fair," the actor said. Nepotism and Karan Johar have gone a long way. Kangana Ranaut had first spoken
about the word on 'Koffee with Karan', where she called Johar the 'flagbearer of nepotism'. Ever since, they both have exchanged jibes
at each other in the name of nepotism. More recently, Kangana again brought up the topic af ter actor Sushant Singh Rajput's demise.
She claimed that due to nepotism, actors who are outsiders, tend to struggle in the industry and are often sidelined.



Where is the sportsmanship gone?
KL RAHUL CRITICISED ON HIS REMARKS ON DAVID WARNER'S INJURY

'EXPLOITED ME FOR 10 YEARS':
WOMAN ACCUSES PAKISTAN CAPTAIN

BABAR AZAM OF SEXUAL ABUSE

'WHEN VIRAT KOHLI COMES OUT TO BAT, JUST WAKE ME UP':
MICHAEL VAUGHAN ON HIS SON'S LOVE FOR INDIAN SKIPPER

Australia suffered a big blow after their batsman David Warner was
ruled out of the remaining white-ball matches against India after he
picked up an injury during the second ODI.
Warner injured himself while fielding and was seen limping off the
ground in pain. He will be missing the third and final ODI as well as
the three-match T20I series. So when India batsman KL Rahul was
asked to share his views on the left-hander's injury during the post-
match press conference, the wicket-keeper batsman said on a lighter
note that it will be good for Team India if the Aussie batsman is out for
a long time. "We don't know how bad his injury is. It would be nicer if
he gets injured for a long time. One of their main batsmen. It is not
nice to wish it for anyone but it would be good for the team. If his

injury takes a long time, it would be good for our team," Rahul had
said in the vir tual presser.
His comments, however, did not go down well with several fans who
criticised the wicketkeeper-batsman for his remarks. Some also
pointed out the lack of spor tsman spirit in Rahul's comments.
As for Warner, he was in tremendous form in the first two ODIs and
notched up successive half-centuries. He scored 69 runs in the first
which Australia won by 66 runs and later smashed 83 runs in the
second, which Australia won by 51 runs.
His injury comes as a huge setback for the hosts, but the Australia
unit will be hoping the prolific opener can return for the much-awaited
Border-Gavaskar Trophy from December 17.

Be it cause of love or hate, Indian skipper Virat Kohli has a huge
following amongst the most well-known cricketers of his generation.
While Indians do shower praises on the captain, he is even a favourite
and crowd puller in other countries, especially amongst youngsters.
Among such fans is former England captain Michael Vaughan's son.
He talked about the influence Kohli has on youngsters and revealed
that his son is a big fan of the man.
"My little boy is a little player and all he does is, always says to me,
when Virat comes out to bat, just wake me up. As soon as Virat goes
out getting caught at midwicket, he goes back inside to do something
else. He’s that powerful with the kids. When you see shots like that
fly off the middle of the bat without any real effor t or doesn’t seem like
any much effor t going into the stroke - it’s just flying into the stands.
He’s a special player, he’s an absolute genius," Vaughan told Cricbuzz.

As for Kohli, he played a scintillating 89-run innings against Australia
in the 2nd ODI during India's 390-run chase in Sydney. However, af ter
Kohli’s depar ture, the hopes of India winning were shunned. Kohli
scored four fif ties in 8 ODIs in 2020 - but has not been able to conver t
it into a hundred. Talking about the batsman's missed hundreds,
Vaughan said that there is no reason for the Indian fans or anyone to
wor ry about. Vaughan stated that Kohli is still in supreme form.
"The one thing I don’t worry about with Virat Kohli is his batting. There is no concern
about his batting whatsoever. He is a wonderful player, he’s the best of the era
across the formats, there are no doubts about that," Vaughan said. "I worry about
those three Tests that India have without him. I don’t see India being able to win
those Tests without the Virat Kohli factor. He is that impor tant for that Test team.
His 100s will come. Once he gets one, probably he would get 3-or-4
together, he’s that good," he added.

Pakistan cricket team's on and off the field problems are not
looking to get sor ted anytime soon. In a shocking revelation,
a Pakistani woman has accused their national team captain
Babar Azam of sexually exploiting her for 10 years and gave
false promise of marriage.
In an explosive press conference held on Saturday, the said
woman revealed that they were school friends and said that
she always backed Babar and helped him financially too in
his tough times.
According to her, Babar had proposed her for mar riage in
2010 and eloped for a cour t wedding the next year. But Babar,
after rising to fame in 2012 - leading Pakistan in U-19 World
Cup and getting a national call-up, changed his mind.
Elaborating fur ther, the woman said that Babar had threat-
ened to kill her when she went to the police, accusing him of
physically assaulting her. The woman also claimed that she
paid for Babar's expenses.
It remains to be seen what action Pakistan Cricket Board
(PCB) takes after these shocking disclosures as Babar is
currently in New Zealand with the cricket team.

Shah Rukh Khan’s Knight Riders
invests in USA’s Major League Cricket

The Knight Riders group, co-owned by Bollywood superstar
Shah Rukh Khan, have decided to invest in USA’s multi-
million dollar T20 tournament which is currently in the works,
named Major League Cricket. “American Cricket Enterprises
is delighted to announce that the Knight Riders Group, own-
ers of the Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR) and Trinbago Knight
Riders (TKR), has agreed to a significant long-term investment in
the future of American cricket as they become stakeholders in Major
League Cricket,” a press release sent on Tuesday said. The Knight
Riders group currently own two T20 franchises - the two-time Indian
Premier League (IPL) champions Kolkata Knight Riders and four-time
Caribbean Premier League champions Trinbago Knight Riders. “For
several years now, we have been expanding the Knight Riders brand
globally and closely watching the potential for T20 cricket in the
USA. We are convinced that Major League Cricket has all the
pieces in place to execute on its plans and we look forward to
making our par tnership an enormous success in the coming
years,” KKR co-owner Shah Rukh Khan was quoted as saying
in the press release.
“We feel for tunate to have been consistently recognized as one
of the best franchises in T20 cricket and have become one of the
fastest growing spor ts brands in the world. As T20 cricket expands
internationally, we are flattered by the regular inbound requests to play
a major role in growing the spor t abroad,” Mr. Venky Mysore,
the CEO of KKR and Red Chillies Enter tainment said.

Virat Kohli crosses 12000 ODI runs,
breaks Sachin Tendulkar’s record to

become fastest to landmark
Virat Kohli created history in the third ODI against Australia
at the Manuka Oval in Canberra as he went past 12000 runs
in grand style. Virat Kohli achieved the feat in his 242nd
innings, which is 58 innings quicker than Sachin Tendulkar.
Tendulkar had achieved the record of 12000 runs in his 300th
ODI innings but Virat Kohli’s brilliance is such that he has
managed to cross 12000 in under 250 innings and it is a
testament to his average in ODIs cur rently, which is just
under 60. Virat Kohli’s landmark of 12000 runs is another
addition to his massive compilation of records.
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THISARA PERERA BLASTS 97* AND
BREAKS THIS RECORD AS JAFFNA

PUMMEL DAMBULLA IN LPL

Rohit's injury situation required clear communication
between Coach, Selectors and Physio: Gambhir

Former Indian cricketer Gautam Gambhir has opined that opening
batsman Rohit Sharma's injury fiasco could have been handled better
by the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI).
Gambhir said that the situation required a clear communication be-
tween team India head coach, Ravi Shastri, Chairman of selectors,
Sunil Joshi and the Indian physio.
Rohit, even after playing the last three games for Mumbai Indians in
the IPL, was rested from the limited-overs leg of the Australia tour
and now is set to miss the first two Tests as well.
Skipper Virat Kohli too mentioned that there was a lack of clarity
regarding his injury and it would have been better for him had he
flown to Australia with the rest of the squad.
Rohit is now recovering at the National Cricket Academy in Bengaluru
and next assessment will take place on December 11. Speaking on
Star Spor ts show Cricket Connected, talking about the whole episode
Gambhir said, "The Rohit Sharma situation could’ve been handled
pretty easily since there wasn’t any need for too many people to get

involved. Only the head physio, head coach and chairman of selec-
tors were to be involved in the injury case. Had there been clear
communication with the 3, it would’ve been enough. Of course, Virat
Kohli were to get updated at every step through Ravi Shastri."
Former cricketer VVS Laxman too was of the same view, given the
series is being held in the middle of a pandemic and strict quarantine
regulations are being followed, especially in Australia.
"Rohit Sharma is a very valuable player in Test matches. So I would’ve
kept him in the chain, subject to fitness, would’ve definitely kept him
in the picture. Secondly, you could’ve sent him with the team after
that, keeping the quarantine rules in mind. Because there is a 14-day
quarantine, in the soft quarantine since you have been in the bubble in
UAE. Then you move to another bubble [in Australia]. In soft quarantine, you
can practice, train with teammates, hit the gym. "But when you’re taking a
commercial flight to Australia, you won’t be allowed to go out of your
room and mingle and come in contact with people. So, I believe, the
BCCI should’ve thought of this in hindsight,” Laxman said on the show.

It seems curators in Sri Lanka are producing belters one
after another as after Russell's assault against Gladiators, a
couple of days ago, Thisara Perera came to the par ty in the
Lanka Premier League (LPL). In the first of the two games on
Monday, Dambulla Viiking skipper Dasun Shanaka won the
toss and chose to bowl at Mahinda Rajapaksa International
Stadium, Hambantota. Shanaka's decision was proving to
be the right one till the first half of the Jaffna Stallions' in-
nings as his team got them reeling at 36-4 within the
powerplay, but what followed was an exhibition of extraordi-
nary hitting from Thisara Perera. The swashbuckling left-
hander came in the 9th over when his team was struggling
at 64-5 in the 9th over. But their struggle ended then and
there and transferred it to the Viiking, who with the variety in
their bowling attack had put breaks on the Stallions.
But, Perera had other plans as made some sor t of a state-
ment by ripping the Viiking bowling attack apar t. Stallions
amassed 147 runs in the last 10 overs of their innings, Perera
accounted for 94 of them. Perera, who like many other big
hitters in the world has become a reason of frustration for
many people with his inconsistency, showed why he is such
a dangerous player when he is in the mood. Perera kept
punishing the Viiking bowlers as they kept missing yorkers
and execution of their bowling plans. Viiking were still not in
a bad position with Stallions at 172-7 in 18 overs.

After Gautam Gambhir slams Virat
Kohli's captaincy, Harbhajan Singh
comes in support of Indian skipper

After being criticised by many including former India opener
Gautam Gambhir for the country's loss in the ODI series against
Australia at the Sydney Cricket Ground (SCG) on Sunday (November
30), Harbhajan Singh has now come in suppor t of Virat Kohli. The
Aussies defeated India by 51 runs in second ODI and the loss has got
Indian skipper under the scanner and Gambhir slammed him for his
captaincy. "I can't understand the captaincy, to be honest. We kept
talking about how important it was to take wickets upfront if you have to
stop this kind of batting line-up and then you make your premier bowler
bowl two overs," Gautam Gambhir said in a video posted on
ESPNCricinfo.  However, veteran off-spinner Harbhajan Singh has come
in suppor t of underfire Kohli. Bhajji stated there is 'no pressure with
captaincy on Kohli'. He believes others need to support Kohli in mam-
moth run-chases. "I don’t think Kohli is under any kind of pressure with
captaincy, don’t think it’s a burden for him. I think he enjoys those
challenges, he is a leader, who leads from the front and sets
an example for the team to do the needful. For the team to
win games,” Harbhajan told India Today.

'Ineffectiveness with the ball, poor fielding cost us': Kohli after loss to Australia in 2nd ODI
Indian skipper Virat Kohli was critical of his team's bowling and fielding effor t af ter his side's loss to Australia by 51 runs in the 2nd One-
day international in Sydney. Australia scored 389 runs batting first with their all top five batsmen scoring fif ties and Steve Smith getting
another century off 62 balls, identical with the first one. Kohli said, "They completely outplayed us. We were not that effective with the
ball, just didn't hit the areas we wanted to, consistently. They have a pretty strong batting line-up, they know these conditions and the
pitches and the angles of the fields very well. We needed to hit one area consistetly and we didn't.  "Looking at the scorecard, we made
340 and still lost by 50. The chase always felt bit too steep, and one or two wickets here and there was taking the run-rate upwards of
12s and 13s meant we had to keep hitting." From the outset, it looked like a repeat telecast of the first game as the Australian openers
David Warner and Aaron Finch stitched another 100-plus opening par tnership, their 5th in the ODIs. Then Steve Smith took charge,
smashed an identical 62-ball century. After that, Marnus Labuschagne and Glenn Maxwell too hit half -centuries. In between, India didn't
take their chances as they dropped a couple of catches, while Australia grabbed most of their catches and even held on to a couple of
stunners.Talking about the difference in bowling and fielding, Kohli said, "Catches win you games and that two chances that they grabbed
on to, [were] probably the defining moments. A 90-odd run par tnership between me and Shreyas (Iyer), if that was 130-140 then the
game is closer, even my catch, if me and KL were there till 40-41st over, the game could have been a lot different."

SPORTS
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